Mini MOG Craft Project

Please note, adult supervision is required for this project! We recommend doing this project in a well-ventilated space because the materials can be strong-smelling.

Materials:
• Colored Sharpie® pens (or other permanent ink pens)
• Rubbing alcohol (70% or 90% isopropyl alcohol)
• White or light-colored cotton t-shirt
• Cardboard scrap that fits inside t-shirt

Instructions:
1. Insert cardboard inside t-shirt. This will protect your design from bleeding onto the back of the t-shirt.

2. Dot a Sharpie to form a small circular design on the t-shirt. You are aiming for a dotted ring about 1 inch in diameter. You can use more than one color and even make dots outside the 1 inch ring. Be creative and experiment to see what happens!

3. Drip rubbing alcohol on the center of the dot design. You can use an eyedropper or dip a pencil in the alcohol and dot it on the shirt. After a few drops, you will see the alcohol spread outward from the center of the ring, taking the Sharpie ink with it. Continue adding drops of alcohol until you are satisfied with the size of the pattern. The alcohol can spread several inches outward from your dot design.

4. Repeat steps 2. and 3. as many times as you like. If you cover the front of the t-shirt in your designs, you can wait for it to dry and then color the back if desired.

5. After your shirt is completely dry (alcohol is flammable, so don’t use heat on a damp shirt), set the colors by tumbling the shirt in a hot clothes dryer for about 15 minutes.

Wash and wear your new shirt like other clothes.